
Be Quick on Your Feet! 
Two hands from Wednesday evening’s Championship Pairs were particularly rewarding to players willing 

and able to be active about their hand evaluation. 

Hand 1 (Board 28):  NORTH    SOUTH 

♠ K987 

 

♠ AT432 

♥ QJT52 ♥ A4 

♦ J95 ♦ -- 

♣ 5 ♣ KQT432 

 

NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST 

Pass 1♦ 1♠ 2♦ 

2♠ 3♦ 3♠ Pass 

4♠ All Pass   

What at first seemed like a simple raise of partner’s overcall quickly turned in to a game-forcing hand!  

When South bids ♠, North has enough to make a simple raise.  But as the auction progresses and the 

East-West players reveal their ♦ fit, North should re-evaluate their holdings.  It’s starting to sound like 

South has very few ♦ losers (by virtue of having very few ♦), and North herself has very few ♣ losers, 

extra trump, and a nice ♥ suit.  With all those factors considered, it looks like going to game is the right 

idea!  (Astute readers will notice from the hand record that 6♠ is actually on for this hand, but that 

requires a number of successful finesses.) 

 

Hand 2 (Board 5):  NORTH    SOUTH 

♠ AK842 

 

♠ QJT 

♥ AJ52 ♥ KQ9873 

♦ T ♦ AJ42 

♣ QT5 ♣ -- 

 

NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST 

1♠ 2♣ 2♥ Pass 

4♥ 5♣ 5♥ Pass 

6♥ All Pass   

Once again, what seemed like a simple game-going hand turns into a slam hand when partner’s bidding 

can be trusted!  We have a normal game-going auction but then the East hand pipes up with a sacrificial 

bid.  (It would be interesting to note that South should get interested in slam when North bids 4♥ 

anyways if East were to pass, but the decision is shared more when East bids again.)  When South bids 

5♥ over 5♣, she’s saying that she’s not concerned about two quick ♣ losers and she has an offensively 

oriented hand – this is a forcing pass auction.  So North can look at her hand and decide she’s not that 

worried about ♦ losers (and partner must have more points somewhere for her forcing 2♥ bid), so 

bumping up to slam seems odds-on. 


